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One of the trickiest parts of writing a story can 
be working out how to start it with a flourish. 
How else do you get the reader hooked? In this 
exercise, students give themselves a creative 
boost using their very own ‘story starter’ 
machines! Students use the freely available 
audio editor Audacity and the SAM Space app to 
record, edit and arrange sentences that provide 
the perfect start to their latest tale.

Create a story starter 
machine that can trigger 
adjectives, nouns and verbs!
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Ste p  1

Download The Sam Space App & Audacity

If you don’t have it already, you can download the SAM Space app 
for free at www.samlabs.com/app

Once the download is complete, open the app and sign up by 
providing a username, password and email address. Once this has 
been done, you’re ready to start creating algorithms! Sign in using 
your registration details. 

Audio editor Audacity can be downloaded for free at www.
audacityteam.org/download/ 

Once both programs have been installed, you’re ready to begin 
creating your song quiz! 
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Ste p  2

Create A List Of  Words!

Ste p  3

Create Your Story Starter Machine!

Put together your own list of 4 adjectives, 4 nouns and 4 verbs. 
Once this list is complete, open Audacity, press the record button 
and clearly dictate a word from the list into your device’s built-
in microphone. Press the stop button. Save the recording as as 
a .WAV file in the following folder location: Documents > SAM > 
SoundPlayer. Repeat until the group has audio recordings of the 
entire list.

Create the SAM Space algorithm as shown in the diagram, using 
the keyboard and sound player blocks. If you are using SAM Space 
Education for the first time, you can learn your way around the 
app by clicking on the ‘Start the Tutorial’ button that appears 
when you first log in. Each line of the keyboard should show a 
different type of word: Create a ‘Q’ line for nouns, an ‘A’ line for 
verbs and a ‘Z’ line for adjectives. »
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Ste p  4

Create Your Story Starters!

Now it’s story time! Press a key from each line and write a 
sentence using those three words as the start of your story.

Classes can be split into groups to build their own versions of 
the story starter machine, and when complete cycle round the 
machines until each group has worked on every machine. 
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